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You immediately notice the organ that has 
incongruously stuffed itself into the far wall of the 

room - it looks like it shouldn’t fit, but it does. Once 
your eyes adjust you see shelves of scores and 

manuscripts. The workbenches are covered with 
half-repaired instruments and organizers of extra strings, 

tiny screws, bore and valve oils, and key corks.

THE COMPOSER’S STUDIO
by katie b.

magical ● cluttered ● library-esque

The Studio could be found in
● An attic above a small business in 
the city
● A little shed way out from the main 
house in the burbs or country
● A basement that’s just a little too 
soundproofed for comfort



ANDREA
pronouns: they/them
nickname: andi

smarts

charm

brawn

Andi is too short to reach the 
pedals on the organ, so they wear 
special platform shoes - but their 
unnaturally long fingers don’t have 
any trouble with the keyboard. 
Andrea has a slipshod approach to 
hairdressing, but great fashion 
sense. Tails never went out of style, 
baby.

Andi’s true home is the studio, where 
they write their symphonies and do 

repair work, even if their official 
address is somewhere else. There are 

lots of battered, broken instruments 
that, like Charlie Brown’s tree, just 

need a little love.

Their prize harp was stolen. It’s priceless and magical AF. And 
there’s something hidden in the hollow soundboard.

There’s a secret code hidden in the second oboe part. If it’s 
played in front of the right person, a critical message will be 
transmitted. Make sure they’re listening for it at the premiere. 

This symphony will simply not be complete without the eerie 
voicings of the theremin, a new instrument powered by some kind 
of harnessed lightning. Find out who makes these instruments.

andrea might ask the party to...

Got a musician in the party? They 
crossed paths during repair work, 
or picking up strings/reeds/bore oil.

There’s a new symphony 
debuting at the theater, and a 
soiree is planned to celebrate. 
Andrea is there, of course, as the 
composer. 

Andi is begging people to attend their premiere on the street. 
The arts are struggling, people!

three ways the party may 
already know andrea...



A party member attempts to play “chopsticks” on the 
organ. The organ gets mad. Take light damage, and 
they have to sing-speak for the next 30 minutes.

Harp plays a tune by itself and you all fall asleep for 1 
hour. (It’s not malicious, it just thought you were tired 
and needed a rest). You do get all the in-game bene-
fits of taking a nap, for what it’s worth.

The organ plays a selection of classical and popular 
favorites. No effects. Dance parties encouraged.

A player reads a Magic Method Book. They’re now 
proficient at (instrument of the GMs discretion)!

Magic pennywhistle. Does fun lil spells that can be 
useful in a pinch. (GMs discretion -- suggest HP boost, 
minor offensive cantrips, or stage effects)

Harp plays a tune by itself and you’re all healed 10% 
of your HP.

Everyone says music is magic, but they’re not always prepared 
for the consequences. Strange things happen in this room 
sometimes. Roll 1d6 to determine an effect.
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